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CoreEmpowerment TM
Continue to Go Global
After a long travel drought due to pandemic,
CoreEmpowerment has commenced its
journey to overseas. The essence of this
program has touched many employees and
brought a drastic change in working
environment for many organizations’ around
the globe. Kudos to Mr.Richard Muralee for
victoriously
bringing
this
program
throughout the world.

Cambodia

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Engaged employees work passionately and feel
profound connections to their company which
moves the entire company forward. They
innovate, they create, and they are valuable
contributors in the work environment.
Bangladesh

A disengaged employee would be the exact
opposite.

CoreEmpowerment Gallery
TM

Bank Rakyat

Public Program at
Pullman Hotel

DeepChange

TM

DeepChange workshop in
Janda Baik

Residential training, 3 days & 2 nights
in Janda Baik Pahang.
Wonderful participants from Malaysian
HOYA Sdn.Bhd
Besides getting close to the natural
. environment, this is the right place to
find the missing piece that you need to
bring out the desired leader within you.
Jabatan Perkhidmatan
Awam Negeri Sabah
(JPAN)

Having JPAN team on-board is
always a great pleasure.
We are honored for selecting
DeepChange as a first getaway
program after boarder re-opened.

Writing
Effective

Policy Paper
MPOB

Ministry of Health (MOH)

It is a great challenge when it comes to writing policy briefs
without technical jargons and using layperson terms. By
providing a step-by-step and customized guide, Dr.Jessica has
created a platform for the government officials from Ministry of
Health and Malaysian Palm Oil Board to draft policy briefs,
starting from problem statement to conclusion. Using case
studies help them to focus on the issue, adopt appropriate
methodology as well as articulate their recommendations and
proposals effectively. By end of the second day, the participants
were able to draft an outline of their policy paper.

